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Nick Lampone

From: Nick Lampone
Sent: Thursday, February 4, 2021 7:59 AM
Subject: The Morning CORE

 
US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures trade higher after three days of gains. Investors are cautiously 
optimistic as the GameStop mania subsides. Jobless claims data is out at 8:30 am ET. The estimate is for 
830k. January payroll data is out tomorrow. Expectation is for 100,000 new positions to be added. This may 
have an impact on stimulus negotiations as recent data suggests a recovery is already underway. I 
understand an aid package/PPP loans were hastily disbursed in 2020, but shouldn’t we properly measure 
who needs this relief instead of spraying a fire hose of money to everyone? Ironically, the same politicians 
who want a $2 trillion package are also the people who fume about wealth inequality. A $2 trillion stimulus 
bill is fuel for the stock market, which creates inequality. Hopefully, we get an agreement and people who 
truly need the help get it sooner rather than later. On a side rant, how are they allowed to run these ‘crash-
proof retirement’ commercials on CNBC? These poor retirees are HAPPY they’ve made 4% per year since 
2009? Have they read a newspaper in the last ten years? Sad. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +6.33, 10-Yr Yield: 
1.134%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 House passes budget resolution which unlocks budget reconciliation process for stimulus bill. Senate 
will vote later today. President Biden is open to changing eligibility requirements for stimulus checks.-
TheHill 

 CDC Director Rochelle Walensky says vaccinating teachers should not be a prerequisite for schools to 
open.-Bberg 

 Commerce secretary nominee Gina Raimondo does not believe there is a reason to remove Huawei 
restrictions.-Bberg (Amen to that) 

 The GME surge is cast as a triumph of amateurs over professionals, but it also pitted professionals 
against other professionals—and few made more money than Senvest Management, run by Richard 
Marshal and Brian Gonick, which tallied a $700M profit.-WSJ  

 PFE, MRNA, JNJ: Pharma companies are among those working on new coronavirus vaccines that 
would protect against the new strain found in South Africa better than current shots do.-WSJ 
(Probably the most important news in the note today.) 

 Online brokerage Robinhood will run a Super Bowl ad in an attempt to repair its reputational damage 
after trading restrictions during the GME saga prompted a backlash from customers and lawmakers.-
WSJ 

 AMZN chief Jeff Bezos had been laying the groundwork for his recent decision to step down as chief 
executive for several years, involving himself less in day-to-day management, such that the board 
wasn’t surprised by his move; related story says the choice of Andy Jassy, who ran Amazon Web 
Services, to replace Bezos is a sign that “fortunes in the tech industry are increasingly made in the 
cloud.”-WSJ 

 McKinsey, one of the world’s top consulting firm, will pay $573M to settle investigations by 47 states 
into its role in helping “turbocharge” opioid sales, a rare instance of it being held publicly accountable 
for its work with clients.-NYT 

 In New York City, despite its many major hospitals and research institutions, only about 55 
coronavirus cases a day on average last month were sequenced and screened for more contagious 
variants, a situation the city is trying to change.-NYT  
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 GM: The automaker is dealing with a tight supply of semiconductors, which are in increasing demand 
as automakers move into electric vehicles, because chipmakers prefer to sell to consumer companies 
that pay more for the chips.-FT 

 The US and Russia extended a nuclear arms control agreement for five years despite the Biden 
administration’s vow to take a harder line with Moscow—Biden said extending the treaty without 
additional demands would lower the risk of war and prevent an arms race.-FT (Putin goes all-in with 
J-7 offsuit and wins again. Biden folded A-K.) 

 The White House and the labor leaders connected with the Retail, Wholesale & Department Store 
Union have discussed the group's effort to unionize an Amazon.com facility in Alabama, an RWDSU 
official said.-Reuters 
 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 Recode: Jeff Bezos and his second act http://bit.ly/2YDRGLc  
 Institutional Investor: A look at Ark Investment’s incredible year http://bit.ly/3oLPprG Truly insane 

performance 
 Atlassian: 9 neuroplasticity exercise to boost productivity http://bit.ly/2MSf453 ( I better get started 

since I can barely SAY neuroplasticity.) 
 FSR: America’s 10 most powerful restaurant groups http://bit.ly/3cE6cdW  

 
All charts from The Daily Shot: 
 
The Reddit crowd loves penny stocks. (The memes are SO ANNOYING.) 

 
Source: @markets   Read full article    
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This chart shows search activity for “penny stocks” on Google. 

 
Source: Google Trends    
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And here is the Russell Microcap Index. 
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here is the S&P Kensho Moonshots Index (50 most “innovative” companies). 
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h/t Chris Bennett, S&P Dow Jones Indices    
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Who are the Reddit/Robinhood day traders? 

• Demographics: 
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Source: Cardify    
  

• Experience: 

 
Source: Cardify    
  

• Motivations: 

 

Source: Cardify    
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Growth in margin debt over the past year has been spectacular. (How about tightening the reins a 
bit?) 

 
Source: ANZ Research    
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S&P 500 value and dividend factors outperformed last month. 

 
Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence    
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Underwriting standards for commercial real estate loans continue to tighten. 

 

Source: Oxford Economics    
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Ethereum’s outperformance has been impressive. 
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h/t @ossingerj    
US gasoline demand remains soft for this time of the year. 

 
  
Fitch expects Brent prices to average around $53 per barrel this year, with risks skewed heavily to the 
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upside 

 
Source: Fitch Solutions Macro Research    

US manufacturing employment: 

 
Source: @jeffsparshott    

 
 
Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
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